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Land Acknowledgement – Washington, DC

We acknowledge that Washington DC is the traditional territory of 
Nacotchtank/Anacostan/Piscataway people. We acknowledge this legacy and 
find inspiration from this land. This land, and other native lands in the US, 
can be explored at https://native-land.ca/

By acknowledging territory or land we may recognize Indigenous presence as 
we convene for the ESIP Webinar Series today.

We each have a responsibility to consider what it means to acknowledge the 
history and legacy of colonialism in our history as a nation and as a 
community. We note the privileges we enjoy today because of colonialism
and we strive to not perpetuate colonial futurity.
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https://native-land.ca/


https://swizec.com

“
If large portions of the world remain 
unseen or inaccessible to us, we must 
consider the meaning of the word 
‘reality’ with great care.

”
-Marcelo Gleiser, The Island of Knowledge [2014]
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Albert-László Barabási

“
The most fruitful areas for the growth 
of the sciences were those which had 
been neglected as a no-man's land 
between the various established 
fields.

”
- Norbert Weiner, Cybernetics [1961] 
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What is emerging from across space? 

16Background Image: NASA Science Visualization Studio
Sorathia et al., [2017]
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McGranaghan et al., [2020]

Sorathia et al., [2017]

CHESSscience.com

https://www.essoar.org/doi/10.1002/essoar.10503724.1


What is emerging from across space? 

18Background Image: NASA Science Visualization Studio

Shimizu et al., [2020]

Sorathia et al., [2017]

CHESSscience.com

https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.12285


What is emerging from across space? 
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McGranaghan et al., [2020]

Sorathia et al., [2017]

CHESSscience.com

https://www.essoar.org/doi/10.1002/essoar.10503724.1
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What is emerging from across space? 

The Heliophysics KNOWledge Network (Helio-KNOW) 



21Background Image: NASA Science Visualization Studio
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What is emerging from across space? 

Helio-KNOW solution 
• Better connect data and tools and 

communities for Heliophysics research –
creating an ecosystem

• Use knowledge graphs and connect different 
knowledge graphs together into knowledge 
networks

Helio-KNOW first focuses on the 
magnetosphere-ionosphere system as a 
demonstrable use case to develop the methods 
and foundation to create a full Heliophysics 
knowledge network



22Background Image: NASA Science Visualization Studio
Sorathia et al., [2017]

What is emerging from across space? 
FUNding Friday Grant:  Space Weather Glossary 

Harmonization
>12 Space Weather space weather glossaries, dictionaries, or collections of 
terms

Virtual working meetings among a focused working group to harmonize 
space physics glossaries and to create the resources that permit broader 
ESIP co-creation of the glossary, ontology, and connections to Earth 
science.



“
What we have ignored is what citizens 
can do and the importance of real 
involvement of the people…

”
-Elinor Ostrom, Governing the Commons [1990]



24Background Image: NASA Science Visualization Studio
Sorathia et al., [2017]

The NASA Center for HelioAnalytics
Establish a “Community of Practice” to expand the discovery potential for key 
Heliophysics research and missions through HelioAnalytics.



25Background Image: NASA Science Visualization Studio
Sorathia et al., [2017]

Space Data Knowledge Commons
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Contribute to the innovation: The Knowledge Commons

Background Image: NASA Science Visualization Studio

Contribute!
The PubPub Space Collection and a living conversation around the Space Data 
Commons piece

à https://tinyurl.com/SpaceCommons

Virtual Collaboration Events organized through Helio-KNOW, the space science 
ESIP glossary harmonization FUNding Friday grant, and the Space Data Commons
(contact me to be involved) 

NASA Center for HelioAnalytics

@AeroSciengineer

ryan.mcgranaghan@gmail.com

RyanMcGranaghan.com

rmcgranaghan

https://tinyurl.com/SpaceCommons


Back up slides
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• Semantic Technologies Cluster
• (Spin-off Cluster) Semantic Harmonization -https://wiki.esipfed.org/SemanticHarmonization

• focus is on bringing the SWEET ontology up-to-date while harmonizing it with other commonly used 
ontologies such as ENVO

• (managed resource) Community Ontology Repository - http://cor.esipfed.org/
• (managed resource, proposed new Cluster) SWEET Ontology
• (Relationship?) Federation of Semantic Resources for Earth and Environmental Science (SeREEn

Federation) (Federation effort is positioned at Semantic knowledge resources with primary focus of 
improving interoperability within Earth science observation information space)

• (Related Cluster) ESIP Discovery Cluster - ESIP people interested in making Earth 
Observation discovery work better -
http://wiki.esipfed.org/index.php/Discovery_Cluster

• (Related Cluster) Science on Schema.org -
http://wiki.esipfed.org/index.php/Schema.org_Cluster

• (Related Cluster) Open Geospatial Consortium

Discussion
What is the overlap between these space commons efforts 

and ESIP commons efforts? 

https://wiki.esipfed.org/SemanticHarmonization
http://cor.esipfed.org/
http://wiki.esipfed.org/index.php/Discovery_Cluster
http://wiki.esipfed.org/index.php/Schema.org_Cluster


• Platform, Access, Co-Creation
• How do we provide the resources/artifacts/technologies that we develop in a way that the community can participate in their creation and 

evolution? 

• Trust 
• How can a semantic technology encourage listening and dialogue?
• What helps build trust?
• What does a platform that engenders trust look like?

• Governance
• Governance addresses both the aspirational (‘who do we want to be?’) and mundane (‘who can do what?’)
• What are the elements of a governance strategy? 

• Explicit vision and objectives
• Clearly defined roles and responsibilities
• Design to maintain agility and flexibility
• Large-scale strategy with room for local-scale experimentation

• SWEET Governance ESIP Summer Meeting session [session google doc]
• Who, or whom, evaluates the issues or proposals?
• How does the community arrive at a decision? 
• How is that decision recorded and/or documented for the community?
• How or what is put in place to help ensure every member is abiding by those decisions?

• Work with Community Resilience Cluster https://wiki.esipfed.org/Community_Resilience

Discussion
What are the social/cultural components of building a 

knowledge commons? 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bz4LqcT8A0fzanJHICakvRhwcEML5Rsnr-wv0uwykmc/edit
https://wiki.esipfed.org/Community_Resilience


(non semantic technology experts) What semantic technology term or concept would you like to 
know more about or do you think is important that you know more about? 

(semantic technology experts) What semantic technology term or concept ought to be more 
widely known?

Discussion
How do we find more common language/ways to communicate 
between semantic technology and Earth and Space Science?



Open Science
“
Open science is transparent and 
accessible knowledge that is shared 
and developed through 
collaborative networks

”
- Vicente-Saez & Martinez-Fuentes [2018]

Relationship to Heliophysics knowledge efforts
• Knowledge Networks can democratize access to information
• Seeks to create the collaborative community to share the 

knowledge and know how

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0148296317305441

